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All children are bo rn
Atheist s: They have no idea of God:
All religions are ancient monuments to superstitions
Ignorance: Ferocity: And modern religions are only ancient follies
rejuvenated: Superstition infatuates people from their infancy: Fills them with
vanity and enslaves them with fanaticism: Everyone who believes in God somewhere way
down deep beleves they are It: It would be useless and almost unjust to insist upon people being virtuous
if they cannot be so without being unhappy: So long as vice renders them happy: They should love vice: When
we examine the opinions of people we find that nothing is more uncommon than common sense or in other words:
They lack judgment to discover plain truths or to reject absurdities and palpable contradictions: Savage and
furious nations perpetually at war adore under diverse names some God conformable to their ideas: Thatis to
say: Cruel: Carnivorous: Selfish: Bloodthirsty: The mind is the same thing as the brain: There is no soul with
out a living body: Religion has ever filled the mind of people with darkness and kept them in ignorance
of their real duties and true interests. It is only by dispelling the clouds and phantoms of Religion that
we shall discover Truth: Reason: And Morality: Religion diverts us from the causes of evils and from the
remedies which nature prescribes: Far from curing: Religion only aggravates multiplies and perp
etuates them: Suns are extinguished or become corrupted: Planets perish and scatter across the
wastes of the sky: Other suns are kindled: New planets formed to make their revolutions or des
cribe new orbits: And people: An infinitely minute part of a globe which itself is only an imper
ceptible point in the immense whole believe that the universe is made for them: If we go
back to the beginning we shall find that Ignorance and Fear created the gods: That
Fancy: Enthusiasm: Or Deceit adorned or disfigured them: That
Weakness worships them: That Credulity preserves them:
And that Custom: Respect and Tyranny support
them in order to make the blindness of
people serve their interests.
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